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carita was, it certainly was not the Jainistic Recension which we now
have. I believe it can be shown that in most particulars in which JR
differs markedly from the other versions, it has been deliberately
changed. 1 believe further that in many if not most of these cases we
can discover the reasons for the changes, and that it is only on the
basis of this hypothesis of the posteriority of JR that we can possibly
construct a rational scheme of the relationship between the different
Vikramacarita versions. Moreover the original did not contain any-
thing specifically Jainistic; on the contrary, if anything at all can be
shown from the agreement of existing versions, then it can be shown
that the original was the work of a perfectly orthodox brahmanistic
writer. True, Professor Hertel finds in it a verse alluding to the
story of the Weaver as Vi§nu (vs 179); and those who believe with
him that this story was an antibrahmanistic satire may get what
comfort out of it they can. For myself, I am as far as ever (AJP.
33.276 f.) from accepting Hertel's interpretation of this story. But
even if we were to grant the point for the sake of argument, it would
not affect the question now at issue; we should then have to suppose
that the brahmanistic author of the Vikramacarita failed to see the
** satire " in the story (as frequently happened in such cases, accord-
ing to Professor Hertel), and inserted it innocently into an otherwise
pious and orthodox work. (1 can sympathize with the poor stupid
brahman, since I am as unable as he was to see the insult to Vi§£u
which the ingenuity of Professor Hertel discovers.) The same must
be true of whatever other similar " satires " or attacks on the brah-
manistic gods may be read into the text by those who agree with
Hertel. A dozen such artfully concealed " satires " will have no
weight whatever in determining the character of the original, as
against the plain fact that the consensus of SR, MR, and BR repeatedly
and insistently indicates that their common original must have been
orthodox in character, while the only Jainistic Recension known to us
preserves many clear traces which show that JR too was derived from
the orthodox archetype of SR, MR, and BR; and JR frequently
shows in its very Jainistic alterations themselves that they are
secondary.
In style, JR is perhaps the best of the four versions, from our point
of view. Generally speaking it is simple and straightforward, lucid
and unrhetoricaL It evidently compresses and abbreviates the nar-
rative of the original at many points. Very frequently it barely hints
at, or even omits altogether, features which SR and MR state at

